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The advent of Web 2.0 harkened an abundance of web applications that promote 

information sharing and web connectivity. Social media platforms have emerged as a dominant 

message delivery medium when addressing wide audiences. This exposure, however, to large 

numbers of individuals, can open the platform to potential data thefts and the compromising of 

personal data. When one chooses to engage the services of a social media platform, personal 

information could be shared without the security precautions that would be taken to protect any 

other kind of record-creation or record-storing entity.  

Social media manifests itself in a variety of formats, including print, video, audio, and 

image, and allows those individuals posting information to interact with their audience through 

open forums or comment posting. Types of social media platforms that serve as message 

delivery platforms can include social networking sites like Facebook and LinkedIn, file sharing 

sites such as YouTube and Flickr, and web publishing networks like WordPress and Twitter. 

These message delivery platforms allow users to connect to other users all over the world, 

creating online communities that communicate through chat forums, video and photo sharing, 

comment feeds, and blogging.  

While these social media platforms sprang up out of the individual user’s shifting needs, 

notably for message delivery platforms that allow them to connect with other users, it is 

important to note that more and more businesses and corporate entities are utilizing social media 

to reach consumers and build their clientele bases. Marketing campaigns can utilize social media 

platforms to reach demographics they might not reach through print or television media; younger 

generations increasingly rely on the internet for their social needs, and businesses can take 

advantage of this by creating a strong web-based presence using social media’s message delivery 

platforms. For example, a business may maintain a Twitter account in order to provide updates to 
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consumers on new or improved products, a Facebook page to gauge feedback and public 

opinion, or LinkedIn to post job listings or vet potential employees. These social media 

platforms, utilized as business tools, may be operated from the business’s corporate IT network, 

making the network vulnerable to cyber criminals who would see potential in the copious records 

of client data that can be mined from such a network.  

Although social media exists in the realm of the intangible web, it is the human element 

that exposes these records to viable threats that can be introduced from external sources as well 

as lurk in the form of internal ones. External threats include hacking and the installation of 

malware for future incursions into unsuspecting networks, while internal threats can be posed by 

employees taking advantage of proprietary information or installing malware from inside the 

network.  

Internal threats can also present themselves in the form of seemingly innocuous employee 

activities that can actually cause just as much damage as a hacker. Social media platforms are 

relatively new forms of message dissemination, and new regulations and security controls are 

continuously being implemented – since not all of the kinks have been worked out, some users 

face the risk of posting information not to a limited audience as was intended, but to a public 

forum where access is not controlled. As Franks and Smallwood note, “social media is the Wild 

West of collaboration and communication…[and] one of the biggest risks that social networking 

poses to organizations is that employees may be exposing information that’s not meant for public 

consumption” (Franks and Smallwood, 2014).  

Archiving information shared on social media platforms is dependent on the size of the 

company engaging in social media activities. For a large company creating a substantial number 

of records through social media, resources should be allocated to the IT department to invest in 
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software that can save and manage a high volume of records, or engage the services of a third 

party vendor that can store and manage records on behalf of the company. For smaller 

companies, inexpensive options are available that would allow for limited record storage and 

straight-forward management practices. No matter the method of storage and management of 

records, however, businesses must maintain control over their records through the 

implementation of adequate security controls and policies to dictate the storage, use, and 

protection of records they have created using social media. Awareness of potential threats is not 

enough to protect records from potential data breaches – companies must take timely action in 

order to protect data from internal and external threats.  

Businesses must be proactive in their approach to protecting their networks and the data 

stored within those networks, particularly if they choose to utilize social media platforms to 

conduct their business operations. Protecting sensitive information – such as customer data or 

proprietary ‘secrets’ – can be achieved through the successful implementation of an effective and 

comprehensive Information Governance program. Such an Information Governance program 

must be tailored to suit the specific needs of the social media platforms being used by the 

company in order to control the risks inherent in the types of information shared.  

The development of best practices for social media is ongoing, with new practices 

emerging as various challenges and risks are identified. However, building blocks of best 

practices for social media can be identified, with minimum practices encompassing an auditing 

process, IT, records management policies, and human resource elements.  

Constructing an Information Governance program that can effectively address the threats 

posed to the records created in and by social media platforms could be aided by the use of the 

GARP Principles. IG policies for social media must be tailored specifically for each company 
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since the information created by each entity will vary based on industry and brand or image. The 

Principles can be tailored to suit the specific needs based on social media records in order to 

create an IG policy that will effectively address certain risk factors. In particular, emphasis 

should be placed on the Principle that calls for accountability – by fully implementing protocols 

within the IG framework that delineate the roles and responsibilities of employees and 

management, the human element can be controlled. With risks posed to social media from 

internal and external human threats – although internal human threats are the greatest exposure 

for social media since employees could be sharing information either knowingly or unknowingly 

that can compromise the company – accountability is crucial for establishing an effective IG 

policy.   

Another critical element that should be considered when establishing an IG policy for 

social media is the inclusion of records management procedures – particularly retention policies 

– since records retained from a company’s social media are often subject to litigation concerns. 

Records must be managed through an established retention policy that conforms to “all legal and 

regulatory considerations…[that can] be folded into the new IG policy governing the use of 

social media” (Franks and Smallwood). Legal concerns must be acknowledged when developing 

an IG policy since business records may be required during litigation. This also facilitates the 

necessity to maintain records in a searchable archival software that allows for the fast and 

efficient retrieving of records during searches. Records must be retrievable in a timely manner 

for litigation purposes – not conforming to this necessity could result in legal action being taken 

against the company. Retention policies drawn from records management policies should be an 

integral part of an IG program established for social media.  
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 Social media used as message delivery platforms by corporations must be monitored and 

maintained by a multi-faceted, comprehensive Information Governance policy that addresses 

specific business needs pertaining to one’s use of the social media platform. Records should be 

retained using archival software that allows companies to control access and secure sensitive 

information from potential external threats like hackers; records should be controlled through the 

implementation of RIM retention policies with fully developed protocols to handle litigation 

concerns. Accountability should be a priority within the established IG policy – employees pose 

a high risk to businesses through their use of social media on behalf of the company, and the 

company must monitor employee usage in order to protect their brand and their records from 

unintentional damage or malicious insider attacks. Proactive companies are smart companies, 

and establishing an IG policy is the best way to protect a company’s interests.  
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